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I wa/fc along this sidewalk, Everyday I hear someone say
Completely fall of snow, We need love and peace.

I watch the snowflakes tumble down Pressed like hippies, in the Sixties,
TJpon the ground so low. with their awarity decreased.

Hut it's because of plain old ignorance ^mMtd they should be thinking IfülP?
That no one notices my tear. How to make our future last.
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Its a tear that froze forever, JIow can we feed the children

On my timeless face. On the seeds of yesterday.
Just like the icicles around me, .flow can we save tomorrow

Intricate like face. IWim m> can (/ace («%.
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Zn the spring the snow will melt ’
Giving way to warmer days,
Hut the tear remains forever, 

m Staining my youngface,
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R sad from what 
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Turning the page to begin again 
Trying to bare my heart by the strokes of my pen 

Will you finally comprehend 
The passion within

I wish to submit to your heart 
Hut the paradox tears me apart

Turning away from the stolen pen 
StarJIanger, will you believe again■

‘Perhaps when that has 
Jpou ’ll see wfmtTrn running from
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I wish to submit to your heart
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It was true, m*™ 
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Our love is all Tknow.iSP :*tSiI want for us too

To
your warm, tender 
n, what 1 miss.
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